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One of the most important problems in improving file system performance is to design
effective block replacement schemes for the buffer cache. Recently, replacement schemes
making use of regularities of references such as sequential and looping references were pro-
posed and shown to be more effective than purely recency or frequency based schemes such as
LRU. However, these schemes classify access patterns at the granularity of an application
or a file, and thus cannot discern multiple access patterns within the same file and have to
redetect the same access patterns that appear in multiple files.
In this paper, we propose a Program Counter based Classification (PCC) technique that
reduces the overhead and improves the accuracy of the classification techniques in previous
pattern based replacement schemes. In addition to accurately recognizing access patterns as
in previous schemes, PCC is able to (1) recognize, without additional training, the reoccur-
rence of the same access pattern even if they appear in multiple files, and (2) differentiate
concurrent access patterns within a single file. We show via trace-driven simulations that
the performance gain of PCC compared to UBM is substantial. In particular, the hit ratio
improves by as much as 25% and the execution time is reduced by as much as 14% compared
to the UBM scheme for the traces we considered.
Key Phrases: Energy managment, instruction based prediction.
11. Introduction
One of the most important problems in improving file system performance is to design an
effective block replacement scheme for the buffer cache. One of the oldest and yet still
widely used replacement scheme is the Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy [6].
The effectiveness of LRU comes from the simple yet powerful principle of locality: recently
accessed blocks are likely to be accessed again in the near future. Numerous other block
replacement schemes based on recency and/or frequency of accesses have been proposed
[23, 12, 11, 27, 18, 20]. However, a main drawback of the LRU scheme and all other schemes
based on recency and/or frequency of access is that they cannot exploit regularities in block
accesses such as sequential and looping references, thus can yield degraded performance for
mixed reference patterns [10, 30].
To overcome this drawback, the DEAR [7] and UBM [14] schemes have been proposed
to detect and classify reference patterns and apply the most suitable replacement policy
to each category of detected patterns. The patterns are classified into three categories:
sequential, looping, and others. References to consecutive blocks occurring only once are
defined as sequential. Sequential references occurring repeatedly with a regular interval are
defined as looping. Finally, references not detected as looping or sequential are defined as
others. In particular, the DEAR scheme detects and classifies major reference patterns on a
per application basis. The algorithm periodically reevaluates (and reclassifies) the patterns
and adapts the replacement policy according to the changing reference patterns in the
application. In contrast, UBM employs a finer-grained classification of file access patterns,
motivated by the observation that many applications have multiple access patterns. UBM
classifies reference types on a per file basis. As a result, it is able to differentiate multiple
concurrent reference patterns to different files within an application.
In this paper, we present a Program Counter based Classification (PCC) technique that
significantly improves the accuracy of pattern classification. The key idea of PCC is that
programmers usually write a particular function or subroutine to perform a specific task.
Therefore, the blocks accessed by I/O operations triggered by any particular call instruction
in the application executable tend to exhibit a fixed pattern, disregarding the files they
belong. PCC exploits this observation to classify block accesses on a per program counter
basis. The resulting performance gains compared to UBM are shown to be substantial.
1.1 Motivation
The graphs in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 show the motivation behind this study. Fig-
















































(b) References from reading header files
by a single instruction
Figure 1.1. Reference patterns in make
of which will be discussed in Section 4). The horizontal axis shows the virtual time which
is incremented at every block access, and the vertical axis shows the corresponding block
number accessed at a given time. The block number is logical here and incremented for each
newly seen block. Figure 1.1(a) shows that there exists a mixture of multiple looping and
sequential patterns in this application. Figure 1.1(b) isolates the reference pattern among
the blocks accessed by the single instruction 1 in gcc responsible for accessing header files
during the compilation. It shows 97% of the accesses are to header files already accessed
once, they correspond to 327 different header files, and most importantly, they are all ac-
cessed by the same single instruction. The remaining 3% accesses are the first accesses
to repeatedly accessed header files, or to header files that are accessed only once. This
observation suggests that the instruction (program counter) triggering the I/O operations
can be used to classify access patterns; the access pattern of the blocks accessed by it needs
to be learned once and with high probability the same pattern holds when it is used to
access different files. In contrast, UBM needs to classify the access pattern for each of the
327 header files, incurring a much larger overhead as well as delay in the classification.
Figure 1.2(a) shows the reference patterns to a single file in the tpc benchmark (details
of which will be discussed in Section 4). Only a small fraction of the references to the
file are plotted to show the patterns in more detail, and the remaining references follows
the trends shown in Figure 2(a). We observe there is a mixture of sequential accesses
and other accesses. However, a closer examination reveals all three access patterns are
present. To illustrate the use of program counters for pattern classification, we separate
the patterns into three different components, as shown in Figures 1.2(b)(c)(d), respectively.
The accesses in Figure 1.2(b) are performed by multiple read instructions. The same blocks
read in Figure 1.2(b) are subsequently (about 400 I/O operations later with respect to each
1For brevity, in the rest of the paper, we refer to blocks accessed by I/O operations invoked by a call
function in the application executable simply as blocks accessed by that instruction.
3block) written by a single instruction as shown in Figure 1.2(c). This is because that each
record is first read and then updated, and once the record is updated, it will unlikely be
accessed again, since the database is very large. The above observation suggests that blocks
accessed by the read instructions in Figure 1.2(b) are accessed again, and thus the read
instructions exhibit the looping pattern. On the other hand, blocks accessed by the write
instruction in Figure 1.2(c) are not accessed again, and thus the write instruction exhibits
the sequential pattern. Finally, Figure 1.2(d) shows the remaining references to the file,
which consist of multiple looping references with different loop intervals and a small fraction
of other references.
In contrast, since UBM classifies access patterns on a per file basis, and accesses to the
blocks of all three access patterns are interleaved, UBM will not be able to separate the
sequential, looping, and other patterns, and assigns others as the access pattern for the
entire file. Based on the above observations, we propose a novel PC based technique for
access pattern classification. Our technique classifies access patterns on a per program
counter basis. Evaluation of the UBM scheme using PCC as the classification mechanism
shows that PCC classifies access patterns according to the application instruction streams
and thus more closely follows the application behavior than in previous schemes.
1.2 The rest of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a background on the UBM
buffer caching replacement scheme. Section 3 presents the PCC classification technique.
Section 4 presents detailed simulation results comparing the performance of UBM using





































































(c) References to the same blocks as in






















(d) The remaining references
Figure 1.2. Reference patterns in tpc
52. Background on Unified Buffer
Management
In the following, we briefly review the two components of UBM: access pattern classification
and cache organization and management.
2.1 Access pattern classification
UBM classifies each file into one of the three possible access patterns: sequential, loop-
ing, or other. Each file can only have one classification at any given time, though it can
be reclassified multiple times. A file receives a sequential classification when some prede-
termined number (threshold) of consecutive blocks is referenced. Once the file is classified
as sequential, it can be reclassified as looping if the file is accessed again according to the
sequence seen earlier. The file is classified as having the other reference type when the
pattern is not sequential, or the sequence is shorter than the threshold.
The choice of the threshold value plays an important role in the pattern classification
process. All files with access sequences shorter than the threshold value will be classified as
having the other reference type, and thus applications with file access sequences frequently
shorter than the threshold will see reduced benefit from UBM. Therefore, selecting the
proper threshold value is very important for some applications. For example, setting the
threshold value to one would result in all references being classified as the sequential type.
On the other hand, if the value is too large, few files will receive sequential or looping
classification.
2.2 Cache organization and management
To apply different replacement policies to blocks with different access patterns, UBM
divides the buffer cache into three sections that hold blocks with sequential, looping, and
other references, respectively. Once the blocks for a file are classified, they are stored in
an appropriate section, managed with a corresponding replacement policy. Sequentially
referenced blocks, as defined, are not accessed again, and therefore they can be discarded
immediately once the access completes. Looping references are primarily managed based
on the looping interval. Looping blocks with the largest interval will be replaced first since
they will be used furthest in the future. If all blocks in the cache have the same detected
interval, the replacement is made based on the MRU [22] replacement policy. References
6classified as other are managed by LRU, but can be managed by other recency and/or
frequency based policies as well.
The cache management module uses marginal gain computation to dynamically allocate
the cache space among the three reference types [22] [32]. As mentioned earlier, sequential
references can be discarded immediately since there is no benefit from caching them. The
marginal gain is zero and the segment for sequential references consists of only one block.
The remaining portion of the cache is distributed dynamically between sequential and other
references. The benefit of having an additional block is estimated for each segment and
the block is removed from the cache section that would have gained less by having the
additional block and given to the section that will benefit more.
2.3 Limitations of UBM
The classification on a per file basis in UBM suffers several drawbacks as exemplified in
Section 1.1. First, the detection and training have to be performed for each new file that the
application accesses, resulting in high training overhead and delay in pattern classification
when application accesses a large number of files. Furthermore, misclassification of the
first set of looping references occurs for each file that has a looping access pattern. Second,
if an application performs accesses to a file with mixed access patterns, UBM will not be
able to differentiate the different access patterns. Third, the behavior of the threshold
based detection of sequential accesses is directly related to the file size, preventing proper
classifications of small files.
73. PCC
We propose Program Counter based Classification (PCC), a new dynamic pattern classifi-
cation technique that can quickly and accurately detect reference patterns. The key idea
behind PCC is that there is a strong correlation between the instructions that invoke I/O
operations and the access pattern among the accessed blocks. Each instruction is uniquely
described by a program counter (PC). Thus, once PCC has detected a reference pattern, it
links the pattern to the PC of the I/O instruction that has performed the accesses. PCC
differs from previous solution in two fundamental aspects. First, if the same instruction
is observed again for newly opened files, PCC can immediate predict the access pattern
based on history. Second, PCC can distinguish between the I/O operations accessing the
same file but having different access patterns.
3.1 Pattern classification
The main task of PCC is to classify the instructions that invoke I/O operations into
appropriate reference pattern categories. PCC is different from the classification mechanism
in UBM, since it classifies the behavior of individual PCs as opposed to files. Once classified,
the reference pattern of the PC is used by the cache manager to manage blocks accessed
by that PC in the future using the appropriate replacement policy.
We define three basic reference pattern types:
Sequential references are sequences of distinct blocks that are never referenced again;
Looping references are sequential references occurring repeatedly with some interval;
Other references are references not detected as looping or sequential.
Note the sequential reference pattern defined here is more general than sequential refer-
ence pattern in UBM [14] which is limited to accessing consecutive physical blocks.
Pattern detection in PCC is similar to UBM. Instead of a 4-tuple recording the start and
end blocks in UBM, PCC keeps track how many blocks each PC accesses and how many
of them are accessed more than once in a PC hash table. The PC referencing a block may
change when the application changes to a new phase of execution. Therefore, to properly
credit past looping period to the PC that was responsible for invoking the looping reference,
PCC has to record the last PC and the time of the last access for each accessed block in a
block address hash table. To provide fast lookup, PCC only keeps the past N (5000 in our
study) referenced block addresses in the block address hash table, each containing the last
accessing PC and the access time.
8Using the above data structures, PCC performs pattern detection as follows. PCC uses
a threshold to aid in classification of initial references made by a newly encountered PC. If
there are fewer blocks than the threshold number, the PC is classified as other. A new PC
with the number of non-repeating references larger than the threshold is initially classified
as sequential. In PCC, the threshold value aids in detecting sequential references only. If
the same blocks are accessed again, the threshold is disregarded and the PC is classified as
looping. Similarly to UBM, the first occurrence of a looping sequence will be miss-classified
as sequential, assuming it is longer than the threshold. The difference between UBM and
PCC is that once the looping reference type is assigned to the PC, the first references
to a file by the same PC in the future will be labeled as looping right away. PCs that
temporarily do not fall clearly into sequential or looping categories are classified as other
references. These PCs mostly have a combination of sequential references to some blocks
and looping references to some other blocks.
The overhead of PCC prediction consists of obtaining a PC for each I/O operation, and
performing at most three hash table lookups. The first lookup obtains the previous PC
and the reference time from the block address hash table. The second lookup reads and
updates the PC table entry responsible for the last reference to the block. Since this block
is accessed again by the current PC, the previous PC is updated with the loop period and
the count of looping references is increased. If a different PC is responsible for current
access to the same block, an additional lookup is necessary to obtain the classification for
the block based on the new PC. These overheads are insignificant as compared to thousands
of instructions required to process an I/O operation.
Figure 3.1 shows some example reference patterns and assume for the purpose of the
example that the threshold is set at three. When the application starts executing, PCC
observes a set of sequential references by PC1, and after three initial references are classified
as other the threshold is reached and PC1 is classified as sequential for the remaining
references. When the sequence is accessed again, the PC1 is reclassified as looping, and any
other blocks referenced by PC1 are also classified as looping. The loop period is calculated
and recorded with PC1. In the meantime, PC2 is encountered and again classified after
initial three references as sequential. The classification is not changed for PC2 since no
looping references are encountered. When PC3 accesses the same set of blocks that were
accessed by PC1, PC3 will receive the sequential classification, since it is observed for the
first time. Note that the classification of PC1 remains the same, although the classification
of the set of blocks it accessed has changed from looping to sequential.
Thus effectively, PC based classification allows detecting and purging cached blocks,
by observing the change in the PC referencing the blocks. If at some point a new PC
starts referencing the blocks and the PC has a sequential classification, this implies that
the looping phase of the application has finished and the blocks can be removed from the
cache after they are accesses by the sequential PC. In summary, these examples show that
information about where each access comes from allows PCC to distinguish accesses of
























Figure 3.2. Example function call graph.
3.2 Obtaining PCs of I/O operations
Instead of obtaining a single PC of the function call from the application that invokes
each I/O operation, PCC actually obtains a signature PC which is the sum of the sequence
of PCs encountered in going through multiple-levels of wrappers before reaching the actual
system call. This is because complicated I/O operations are often performed through
several wrapper functions which deal with the details of accessing a particular file structure.
For example, the example function call graph in Figure 4.2 shows that Functions 1, 2
and 3 will use the same PC from the wrapper function for I/O operations. Therefore,
obtaining a PC that invokes the I/O within the wrapper is not sufficient as this PC will
show different behavior for different caller functions. In addition, there may be multiple
levels of wrappers to further abstract I/O operations. For example, Function 3 can be a
wrapper for a read access and Function 4 for write, also called from multiple functions. To
obtain unique characterization of the access PC for general applications, PCC traverses all
function stacks up to the main() function in the application. The PCs obtained during the
frame traversal are summed together to obtain a unique identifier as the “signature PC”
of the I/O operation. In the studied applications, traversal of only two additional frames
provided sufficient information to PCC.
The actual retrieval of the relevant PCs can be achieved by either modifying the OS or
modifying appropriate system libraries. In the first approach, upon an I/O operation, the
modified kernel needs to traverse multiple library stack frames to arrive at the application’s
stack frame. The traversal consists of multiple frames because the application’s I/O library
call may have itself called multiple levels of functions before reaching the system call in the
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kernel. In the second approach, the modified library call can read the PC directly from the
calling program’s stack, incurring much less overhead compared to the first approach. The
PC is then passed along with the I/O parameters down to the file cache manager.
A key property of PCC is that PCs do not change in future invocations of the applica-
tion. This property allows saving the classification table for the future invocations of the
same application. Reusing the prediction tables allows PCC to reduce training overhead
and delay and apply appropriate replacement policies upon first accesses to blocks during
future executions of an application. Saving prediction table in case of UBM may not be
beneficial since UBM classify reference patterns on a per file basis, but each invocation of
an application may perform I/O operations to different files.
Saving the classification table for use in future invocations of an application requires
modifications to the kernel. There are two possible ways to do this. In the first approach,
the table can be cached in memory after each invocation of the application, and multiple
tables can be managed by some replacement policy such as LRU. The number of PCs
causing the I/Os is usually small, and thus storing the tables would not result in significant
memory pressure. Furthermore, the tables can be stored in memory pages with a low
priority during paging, eliminating the memory pressure. In the second approach, the table
can be saved to disk when the application exits and reloaded when the application starts
again. Once saved, the tables would be persistent between reboots. However, this approach
may require more kernel modifications than the first approach, as consistency between the
saved tables and corresponding the application executables (e.g., after each compilation




We use trace based simulation to compare the performance of UBM and PCC classifica-
tion mechanism. UBM results were obtained using an unmodified UBM simulator from
the authors of UBM [14]. To obtain results for PCC, we modified the UBM simulator by
replacing its classification routine with our implementation of PCC. Cache management
based on marginal gain evaluations was kept without any modifications. We combine the
cache simulator with Disksim 3.0 [28], an accurate disk simulator from Carnegie Mellon
University. We use the Seagate ST39102LW disk model in Disksim. The combined simu-
lator allowed us to simulate the I/O time of the application and evaluate the reduction in
execution time for each classification mechanism.
In the following, we first discuss the general characteristics of the applications and trace
collection. We then present the hit ratios achieved by PCC and UBM, followed by detailed
discussions of the performance comparisons between PCC and UBM.
The detailed traces of the applications were obtained by modifying the strace Linux
utility. Strace intercepts and records system calls of the traced process and allows us to
obtain the following information about the I/O operations: PC of the calling instruction,
access type, time, file descriptor, I/O size, and file location on the disk. We also record the
processing time in the application that combined with simulated I/O time will allows us
to obtain the estimated execution time for studied classification mechanisms.
4.1 Applications
Table 1 shows four applications and two multiprogram traces used in this study. We have
selected the application and workload sizes to be comparable to workloads in the recent
studies [20, 11, 18, 8]. The resulting workloads require cache sizes up to 64MB. Make
trace was obtained by building binutils for Linux. It shows both looping and sequential
references. The Postgres database system from University of California was used to obtain
traces of TPC-B (tpc) and Wisconsin benchmark (wisc). TPC-B is a TPC benchmark
included with the postgres distribution. It has few large data files that have multiple
access patterns. Wisconsin benchmark is also distributed with postgres and similarly to tpc
shows multiple reference patterns. Cscope performs source code examination and consists
of looping references to a single data file. The examined source code is from the binutils
package. Multi1 consists of concurrent execution of make and tpc. We adjusted the number
of transactions so the running time of make and tpc is comparable. Multi2 consists of
concurrent executions of make, tpc, and cscope with tpc and cscope adjusted to result in
approximately equal amount of execution time as make. Table 1 also lists the number
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Application Num. of Num. of Num. of Num. of
references blocks files PCs
make 76321 15055 793 223
tpc 813455 101774 80 316
wisc 81266 6705 84 179
cscope 100626 9093 65 202
multi1 241433 49720 861 539
multi2 267440 48811 921 741
























Figure 4.1. Cumulative distribution of file accesses. The x-axis is truncated at 140.
of block references for each application and also the number of unique blocks that each
application references.
Application characteristics We briefly discuss the characteristics of the applications
that affect the performance of the eviction policies. Figure 4.1 shows the cumulative dis-
tribution of references for the files in these applications. We can observe that the number
of files contributing to the number of references spans a wide range. Since UBM trains on
each new file to detect looping references the amount of training is directly related to the
number of files that the application accesses.
In cscope, accesses to one file account for 91% of the total references and only seven files
are responsible for almost all references. As a result, the overhead of detecting a pattern
for new files is limited. Make is the opposite case, requiring 280 files to account for 90%
of total references and 610 files for 100%. UBM will have to detect patterns separately for
each new file spending significant amount of time on training before classifying a file as
looping reference.
Tpc and wisc require only a small number of files, since all of the data is kept in relatively
few database files. Wisc performs 71% of accesses to a main database and 29% to the

























Figure 4.2. Cumulative distribution of PC accesses
eight data files that account for 87% of accesses. In both tpc and wisc, fewer than 20 files
account for almost all references. In these applications, UBM will not spend a significant
amount of time training due to new files but changing access patterns in each file will
require retraining.
Multi1 and multi2 are scaled combinations of make, tpc, and cscope, and thus have
combined requirements for files. The left side of the curve is dominated by tpc in multi1
and cscope and tpc in multi2. Tpc and cscope contribute to the steeper slope in the beginning
of the curve and make contributes to a long asymptotic tail.
Figure 4.2 shows the cumulative distribution of references for PCs in the applications.
We observe that in all applications fewer than 50 PCs are responsible for almost all refer-
ences. Multi1 and multi2 require more PCs since they are the combinations of individual
applications.
In make we have a significant number of PCs since make invokes multiple applications
to perform the entire compilation process. The most frequently used PC corresponds to
23% of references and is used to read the header files of the compiled application. Thus
correct classification of header files will have a significant impact on the performance of
buffer caching in make. The single PC in tpc is used to update the data in the database
and accounts for 37% of the references. Since this is a write operation that updates the
record, a future reference to that record is unlikely. Other PCs are mostly attributed to
searching and reading of records. In wisc, the most frequently used PC accounts for 70% of
references and is used for reading records. Cscope has two main PCs that together account
for 83% of references. Both PCs are used in a looping scanning of the single data file.
4.2 Cache Hit Ratios
Figure 4.3 shows hit ratios for the studied applications and different cache sizes. The
horizontal axis shows a cache size in 4Kbyte blocks and the vertical axis shows the corre-







































































































































































































Figure 4.3. Comparison of cache replacement schemes
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LRU, UBM, PCC, and optimal (OPT). Optimal replacement policy requires future knowl-
edge and selects the cache block that is accessed furthest in the future [2] for eviction.
UBM results were obtained using a threshold of three which was found to be the optimal
for most of the applications.
Cscope has one large file with regular looping references. This is a pathological case for
LRU and both UBM and PCC have significant gains. In LRU the large file that is accessed
sequentially does not fit in the LRU stack for smaller cache sizes. The entire file will pass
through the cache without incurring any additional hits, since the oldest entries are replaced
in the same order as they arrive. The benefit of LRU caching is only observed when the
entire file fits in the cache. UBM is able to classify the references and take advantage of
MRU replacement policy achieving a maximum of 33% improvement in hit ratio over LRU.
PCC, on the other hand, is able to filter some small anomalies in the reference patterns
and achieves as much as 45% higher hit ratio than LRU and 12% higher than UBM.
Make in Figure 4.3 sees the benefit of caching even with 16 cache blocks. At this size,
all replacement policies perform the same attaining 25% hit ratio. UBM performs better
than LRU for cache sizes between 32 and 256 blocks, and achieves 4% higher hit ratio than
LRU for 128 block cache. PCC is able to detect looping references to small header files
resulting in improvement in hit ratio. PCC reaches an improvement of 5% over UBM for
the 128 block cache size and as much as 7% for the 64 block cache. For cache sizes larger
than 256 blocks, LRU is able to fit and keep most of the looping references in the cache,
behaving and performing similarly to UBM or PCC. UBM suffers from classification of file
accesses in the first loop iteration as sequential, and performs worse than LRU for cache
larger than 1024 blocks. This can be easily corrected by setting a threshold higher, which
will result in classification of all files as other references and the same performance as LRU.
However, higher threshold will prevent classification of smaller files, which are plentiful in
make. Once the looping references fit in the cache, there is no significant difference between
PCC and LRU.
Tpc in Figure 4.3 shows similar trend. All polices start at the common point and merge
together once the blocks with looping references are able to fit in the LRU stack. UBM is
not able to classify database files since they are referenced with multiple patterns. PCC is
able to separate the reference patterns based on the PCs and keeps looping references in
the cache. PCC achieves significant gains from 16 to 512 block caches, with a maximum
of 25% difference for the 128 block cache. For the 512 block and larger cache sizes most
looping references fit in the LRU cache and all policies perform the same.
Wisconsin benchmark shows a different reference pattern than tpc, since it repeatedly
references certain part of the database with more regular behavior. As a result, UBM is
able to classify the regular looping references, achieving 7% gain over LRU for the 1024
block cache size. PCC is able to detect and classify looping references to nonconsecutive
blocks and achieves significant gains, as much as 11%, over UBM.
Multi1 is a combination of references from make and tpc. The relative performance of
UBM and PCC resembles that in the make and tpc curves. In make and tpc, UMB did not
have significant improvements over LRU, therefore the combinations of the applications
resulted in a hit ratio equivalent to LRU. PCC has significantly better performance in





























































Processor time I/O time
Figure 4.4. Execution time
applications are combined in multi1.
Multi2, on the other hand, includes cscope in addition to make and tpc and shows a whole
new different hit ratio curve. Make and tpc have much tighter loops and therefore we do
not observe the high gain present in cscope. Only after make and tpc fit completely in the
cache, additional benefit of classifying the reference patterns in cscope is present. PCC
achieves an average improvement of 3% on the entire cache size range with a maximum
10% improvement for the 4096 block cache size.
4.3 Execution time
The goal in reducing miss rates in the buffer cache is to reduce the time spent waiting
for the I/O operations. To study the impact of cache hit ratios on overall performance of
the application, we select the cache sizes that are in the middle of the hit ratio range: 2048
for cscope, 128 for remaining single applications, and 256 for the multiprogram traces. Fig-
ure 4.4 shows the execution time of the applications for selected cache sizes. We normalize
the execution time of each mechanism to the execution time with LRU caching, showing
the reduction in execution time from the base LRU caching.
The processing time is unaffected by replacement policy and averages 37% across the
applications. The remaining time is spent in the I/O subsystem. UBM offers some gains
reducing the average execution time by 2%, caused by limited improvement in hit ratios.
The reduction in execution time is more significant in PCC due to much better hit ratios.
PCC reduces the total execution time by 11% which corresponds to 18% reduction in I/O
time. In case of multi1 and multi2 UBM shows a small increase in I/O time than LRU.
4.4 Detailed results
To further understand the hit ratios and the performance results, we present classifica-
tion results for the studied applications and discuss the application behavior that results


























































Figure 4.5. Reference classification results for UBM, PCC and OPT
into three categories: sequential, looping, and others. References in each section for each
application are normalized to the total number of references in a particular application.
The classifications are obtained for each reference and are independent of the cache size.
Figure 4.5 shows the distributions for UBM, PCC, and OPT. OPT classifies each reference
to a block based on the future reference. If a particular block is never accessed again, it is
classified as part of sequential reference. If the block is used in the future it is classified as
part of looping reference. As a result, OPT has only two classification types.
OPT classifies on average 19% of all references as sequential and 81% as loop references
that will occur again. UBM and PCC on average have 18% and 21% of sequential references,
respectively. Some of those references are due to the first iteration of the loop, which is
misclassified more frequently in UBM. PCC has an advantage in detecting looping references
and has an average of 66% of looping references with only 12% of other references. UBM
classifies most references as others resulting in an average of 67% of other and 15% of loping
references. In case of tpc, UBM is not able to separate the reference patterns to the single
files and is not able to detect any looping references. Because of the high percentage of
other references in UBM as shown in Figure 4.5, one would expect UBM’s hit ratio curves
to be close to LRU’s curves for most applications. This observation is confirmed by Figure
4.3, and will be discussed for each application in the following subsections.
4.4.1 Make
PCC performs better than UBM in make because it does not train for each new file and
is able to classify small header files. Make accesses a lot of files and UBM trains on each
new file. Furthermore, most header files are also small, usually one or two cache blocks,
and PCC benefits from classifying small header files that are shorter than the sequential
threshold of three in UBM. Lowering the threshold in UBM further did not produce visible
increase in hit ratio.
Figure 1(a) shows the reference pattern in make and Figure 4.6 shows the references
made to files that are shorter than three cache blocks which is the threshold in UBM.
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Figure 4.6. References to files shorter than three blocks in make
The actual file length is less than 8KB since longer files would have occupied three cache
blocks. References to short files account for 30% of all references and we can see in Fig-
ure 4.6 that some of them are part of looping references that UBM is not able to classify.
Therefore, classification of short files and also elimination of training for each file attribute
to performance gains in PCC.
4.4.2 TPC
As we already know from Figure 4.1, tpc has few files, and thus the training overhead
for new files is not a major obstacle for UBM. However, tpc has multiple access patterns
occurring in a single file and they are performed by a mixture of PCs. Figure 2(a) shows the
access pattern for the largest file which accounts for 20% of references and the references are
interleaved with references to other files. Although Figure 2(a) shows only the beginning
of the file, the trend continues for the rest of the references.
Figure 2(a) shows only two groups of patterns. However after a close examination all
three patterns were observed. Figures 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) separate accesses by a set of reads
and accesses by a single write from the rest. The accesses in Figure 2(b) are performed by
multiple read instructions that retrieve particular records. Each record read in Figure 2(b)
is subsequently (about 400 I/O operations later) written by the same single instruction as
shown in Figure 2(c). The write operation completes a transaction to the particular record,
and the future accesses to that record are unlikely since the database is very large. These
behaviors are all captured by the PCs, although PCC does not distinguish read and write
operations. By distinguishing the behavior of different operations, PCC is able to classify
the references in Figure 2(b) as looping, keeping them in the cache. The write references
shown in Figure 2(c) are classified as sequential and will be discarded by the cache manager.
The remaining accesses shown in Figure 2(d) also show versatility of the patterns based
on the PCs responsible for majority of accesses. Some files show very irregular but tight
loops while others show mostly random behavior. PCC will separate the reference patterns
based on different PCs. The looping periods of the repeating references are not regular,
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Figure 4.7. Reference pattern in Wisconsin benchmark
but PCC will classify the references made by the PC that shows a looping behavior, and
assign them an average period. Since the majority of the blocks are accessed again at some
later time, keeping them in the looping portion of the cache provides additional benefit.
By separating accesses based on PCs, PCC is able to classify 5% of accesses as sequential
and 47% as looping in the entire application. Figure 4.5 further shows that UBM is not
able to classify the multiple patterns to observe any looping behavior.
4.4.3 Wisconsin Benchmark
In wisc, 71% of references access a single file. Figure 4.7 shows a reference pattern for the
entire application. We observe that the long stripe, about 700 blocks wide, is responsible
for a majority of the references. These references correspond to accessing the data file and
are performed by a PC that accounts for 70% of references as shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.2.
Some of those references show periodic behavior, but the overall reference pattern has some
long loops mixed with short loops with changing lengths. Figure 4.7 suggests that those
references should be kept in the cache.
UBM has difficulties classifying the references in the middle stripe, because it requires
strict sequences of a single loop to classify accesses as sequential and later as looping
references. However, the sequences in the stripe change frequently. PCC, on the other hand,
attempts to describe the behavior of a particular PC. For this particular file, the references
show looping behavior but they have different loop intervals and sequence lengths. PCC
benefits from the knowledge from the previous block references that the PC responsible for
those references has the tight looping behavior. UBM also detects long loops occasionally,
and temporarily switches the pattern to looping, which improves its performance over LRU.
Overall, UBM switches between sequential, looping, and other reference patterns for this
file, resulting in lower hit ratios than PCC.
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Figure 4.8. Reference pattern to the largest file in cscope
4.4.4 Cscope
Similarly to wisc, cscope has a single file that accounts for 91% of all references. Figure
4.8 shows the reference pattern for that particular file. It shows a perfect looping pattern,
and thus if the pattern is captured, the hit ratio should be close to that of OPT. However,
Figure 4.3 shows that UBM did not achieve close to OPT’s hit ratio. PCC, on the other
hand, performs exceptionally well, almost matching the hit ratio of OPT.
A close examination of the reference patterns shows that there exist small irregularities in
the references. The file has a header that is regularly accessed at the beginning and the end
of the loop. The loop accesses block 0, skips the rest of the header, performs a scanning of
the entire file, and accesses block 1. The irregularities also occur in the middle of the loop.
Cscope calls seek function periodically to adjust the file position. The adjustment is very
small, and sequential reading continues. These irregularities disrupt pattern classification
in UBM, causing it to switch classification to others and subsequently to sequential. PCC,
on the other hand, only observes small fluctuation in the resulting loop period but does
not change the classification of the PC.
4.4.5 Multi1 and multi2
Traces multi1 and multi2 are combinations of the discussed applications and inherit
their characteristics. The pattern detection is performed just like in the case of single
application, since there is no interference from different applications. The resulting curves
are dominated by the applications that perform accesses more frequently. Cscope has a
larger loop period than make or tpc and the loop references from cscope are kept in the
cache once tpc and make are able to fit in entirely.
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5. Related work
There have been substantial research on designing effective replacement policies for buffer
caching. There are basically three types of policies: recency/frequency based, hint based,
and classification based. Policies based on recency or frequency attempt to replace blocks
based on how recently or frequently they have been used. Some policies combine frequency
and recency in trying to design a balanced replacement policy. Hint based policies rely
on the programmer to insert hints into the application that instruct the operating system
on how to handle each file or access. Classification based policies attempt to gain some
information about the application by observing and classifying file accesses.
5.1 Frequency/Recency based policies
The Least Recently Used (LRU) is the most widely used replacement policy. LRU is usu-
ally implemented as an approximation [6] without significant impact on the performance.
LRU is a simple and well understood replacement policy. It does not require tuning of
parameters to adapt to changing workload. However, LRU can suffer from its pathological
case when the working set size is larger than the cache and the application has looping
access pattern. In this case, LRU will replace all blocks before they are used again re-
sulting in every reference incurring a miss. To eliminate the pathological case of LRU,
an alternative polices based on frequency of accesses were proposed. LFU policy simply
replaces least frequently used block, and does not pay any attention to the recent accesses.
The pathological case for LFU is the occurrence of initially popular cache blocks that are
subsequently never used. In this case, the initial count will keep them in the cache for a
long time, replacing more useful blocks in the cache.
Multiple policies have been proposed to avoid the possible occurrences of the pathological
cases. LRU-K [23, 24] is related to LFU and replaces the block based on the Kth-to-the-
last reference. LRU-K is more adaptable to the changing behavior but it still requires
the logarithmic complexity of LFU to manage the priority queue. LRU-K also requires a
proper selection of the K parameter. LRU-2 performs well and adapts quickly to changing
behavior, however other K values may improve the performance for a particular workload.
To eliminate the logarithmic complexity of LRU-K, 2Q [12] replacement algorithm was
proposed. 2Q maintains two queues: one queue for blocks referenced only once, and another
for reoccurring references. If the block is referenced again in the first queue it is moved to
the second queue. This simple algorithm results in constant complexity per access, however
it require two tunable parameters. Low Inter-reference Recency Set (LIRS) [11] uses the
distance between the last and second-to-the-last reference to estimate the likelihood of the
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block being referenced again. LIRS maintains complexity similar to LRU but it may require
touching a very large number of pages in the worst case. Moreover it also requires a tunable
parameter to be set accordingly.
Final set of policies combines previously proposed policies to select a best policy for
a current workload. First policy to combine the LRU and LFU was Frequency-Based
Replacement (FBR) policy [27]. FBR combines the access frequency with the block age
by maintaining an LRU queue divided into three sections: new, middle, and old. The new
accesses are inserted in the new section, and the reference count is not incremented to factor
out the initially popular files. This prevents the pathological case of LFU. The new accesses
replace files with the smallest reference count not in the new section. The complexity is
comparable to the LRU policy, but it has multiple tunable parameters. A careful selection
of the section sizes and the periodic resizing is required for optimal performance. Least
Recently/Frequently Used (LRFU) [18] provides continuous range of policies between LRU
and LFU. Parameter λ controls the amount of recency and frequency that is included in a
value used for replacement. Adaptive LRFU (ALRFU) policy [17] dynamically adjusts λ,
eliminating the need to properly set λ for a particular workload. The complexity depends on
λ and can result in a significant overhead [20]. The most recent addition to the LFU/LRU
policies is Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC). ARC dynamically adjusts the balance
between the LRU and LFU components for a changing workload. ARC maintains two
LRU lists: one contains only pages seen once while the other contains pages seen more
than once. At any given time ARC selects top elements from both lists to reside in the
cache.
5.2 Application based policies
Previously discussed policies do not take into consideration what type of access is per-
formed, or where the access is coming from. The other side of the spectrum is occupied
by the application controlled cache management [5] [25]. In this case, the programmer is
responsible for inserting hints into the application which indicate to OS what data will
or will not be accessed in the future and when. The OS then takes advantage of these
hints to decide what cached data to discard and when. This is a rather difficult task as
the programmer has to carefully consider the access patterns of the application, so the
resulting hints do not degrade the performance. Once the hints are programmed they can
provide good performance improvements since the programmer knows best how to handle
the data in the application. To eliminate the imposed burden on the programmers, com-
piler inserted hints were proposed [4]. These methods provide the benefits of user inserted
hints for existing applications that can be simply recompiled with the proposed compiler.
However, more complicated access patterns or input dependent patterns may be difficult
to characterize by the compiler.
5.3 Pattern classification policies
Dynamically adaptable pattern detection not only eliminates the burden on the program-
mer but also adapts to the user behavior. SEQ [10] detects sequential address reference
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patterns in virtual memory. If a long sequence is detected, the Most Recently Used (MRU)
policy is applied. Otherwise, the LRU replacement is performed. Address based detection
and classification lacks generality, therefore EELRU [30] uses aggregate recency distribu-
tion to calculate the cost/benefit of replacing a page. The strong benefit of address based
detection is the correlation of a particular pattern to a file, making the classification simpler
if the file is accessed again. DEAR and UBM [7, 14, 8] use block based pattern detection.
Once the pattern is detected the appropriate replacement policy is used to maximize the
hit ratio for each pattern.
5.4 PC based mechanism in hardware
Our work closely relates to research in hardware caching. The most important obser-
vation made in the computer architecture community was that a particular instruction
performs usually very unique task and seldom changes behavior. The instructions are
uniquely described by the program counters (PCs) which specify the location of instruc-
tions in memory. One of the earliest predictors to take advantage of information provided
by PCs is branch prediction [33, 31, 21, 33]. The PC based branch prediction is so suc-
cessful in eliminating latencies associated with branch resolution that it is implemented
in every modern processor. Deeper pipelines require more and more accuracy from the
branch predictor. The branch prediction techniques are extended to manage caches by
predicting cache block eviction and prefetching [16, 15]. In addition, multiple prefetching
only mechanisms relying on the PC context to select suitable data to prefetch are pro-
posed [29, 3, 9, 26, 1, 13]. The benefits of PC based prediction are also evaluated for
predicting data movement in multiprocessors [19, 15]
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6. Conclusions
This paper started from the observation that previous pattern-based buffer replacement
schemes that make use of regularities of references suffer several drawbacks from their per
file or per application based classifications. We then proposed PCC, a program counter
based classification technique that classifies access patterns on a per program counter basis.
Compared to the per file classification as in UBM, PCC classifies access patterns accord-
ing to the application instruction streams and thus more closely follows the application
behavior. By classifying multiple files with a single PC, PCC can describe the reference
patterns of new files before the access is performed, eliminating training overhead. By
differentiating multiple concurrent access patterns in a single file, PCC is able to provide
finer-grained pattern classification, allowing multiple parts of the file to be managed by
multiple preferred replacement policies. An additional feature of PCC is that it is based
on the uniqueness of PCs. This creates the possibility of using detected patterns in future
executions of the applications.
We show via trace-driven simulations that the cache hit ratios in using PCC compared to
the per file classification in UBM to be substantial. In particular, the hit ratio is improved
by as much as 25% and the execution time is reduced by as much as 14% compared to
the UBM scheme for the traces we considered. We are currently implementing UBM using
PCC as the access classification mechanism in the FreeBSD operating system.
In our future work, we plan to investigate the possibility of PC based I/O prediction
techniques for prefetching and study the interactions between PC based prefetching and
PC based buffer caching.
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